Infusion Documentation Plan
All unresolved Tech. Documentation issues

Prefs Framework docs
JIRA

People

FLUID-5804 - Add info on persistence to the Prefs Framework tutorial CLOSED

Estimate

Notes

Anastasia

DONE

https://github.com/acheetham/infusion-docs/tree
/FLUID-5801

FLUID-5801 - Add info on enactors to the Prefs Framework tutorial OPEN
FLUID-5802 - Add info on more complicated panels to the Prefs Framework
tutorial OPEN

https://github.com/acheetham/infusion-docs/tree
/FLUID-5803

FLUID-5803 - Add info on localization to the Prefs Framework tutorial OPEN
FLUID-5805 - Add info on design considerations to the Prefs Framework tutorial
OPEN

Note that this would NOT be merged it the 1.5
version of the docs, obviously

FLUID-5541 - Port 'Working with Prefs Editor on your site" over to new
Markdown documentation

OPEN

FLUID-5661 - Improve documentation of PrefsEditorLoader OPEN
Consider whether or not to port this page to the new docs:
Using the Preferences Framework with User-Defined Grades

Not sure if this is useful (yet?)

Documentation Platform
All unresolved Docs Platform issues
JIRA

People

FLUID-5773 - Create a handlebars helper which parses external links and appends the
appropriate styling, target, etc to it

Jon

Estimate
1.5d

Notes
TO BE SCHEDULED

Override the Markdown link
renderer. See JIRA for details.

OPEN

FLUID-5830 - Use npm to ease development of docs-template based sites OPEN

FLUID-5710 - Add uglify and linting to the document generation process OPEN

FLUID-5722 - Add search functionality to the documentation platform CLOSED
FLUID-5823 - Rework docs template project so that all users of it are not required to be forks
OPEN

Infusion Docs Port
JIRA

People

Estimate

Notes

FLUID-5827 - Port Infusion documentation to new docs-core/docs-template platform OPEN

Documentation Issues to be re-examined after docs ported to docs-core/docs-template based
system
JIRA

People

Estimate

Notes

FLUID-5639 - 404 error page has hardcoded path to CSS and Favicon which breaks self-contained nature of
the source OPEN
FLUID-5620 - Some content in Infusion Docs does not validate OPEN

Might be irrelevant
after port

FLUID-5624 - Error causes docpad to not build docs site on Windows OPEN

Might be irrelevant
after port

Component API Pages
JIRA

People

Estimate

FLUID-5650 - Port the InlineEdit API docs to Markdown OPEN

FLUID-5651 - Port the Pager API docs to Markdown OPEN

FLUID-5652 - Port the Progress API docs to Markdown OPEN
FLUID-5653 - Port the Reorderer API pages to Markdown

Notes
The wiki docs are are up to date.
The base Inline Edit docs and the Simple Text Inline Edit docs
should be merged
The wiki docs are are up to date.

The wiki docs are are up to date.

The wiki docs are are up to date.

OPEN

FLUID-5654 - Port the Table of Contents documentation to

The wiki docs are are up to date – there are several pages.

Markdown OPEN
FLUID-5655 - Document the Undo component OPEN
FLUID-5656 - Update the UI Enhancer docs and port to
Markdown OPEN

The wiki docs are accurate but not helpful – don't convert. Figure out
what to write anew.
Wiki docs NOT up-to-date.

General (HTML docs, longer term)
JIRA
FLUID-5849 - Link to the generated documentation from the Github documentation repo CLOSED

People
Kasper

Estimate

Notes
PULL REQUEST

https://

github.com/fluid-project
/infusion-docs/pull/81
FLUID-5707 - Add links to related tutorials OPEN

FLUID-5235 - Ensure that docs mention licencing PULL REQUEST

Anastasia

PULL REQUEST

https://

github.com/fluid-project
/infusion-docs/pull/78
Review cycles under way
FLUID-5629 - Infusion docs reference missing Fluid Project blog posts OPEN

FLUID-5644 - Larger code blocks in API page tables wrap at table edge and is hard to read OPEN

FLUID-5645 - API tables "Name" column should have monotype text styling OPEN

FLUID-5646 - List text size is smaller than the rest of the content OPEN

Decide whether to use CDN version of Foundation or host our own. (Not for Apr. 17)
rename the directory containing the "Migrating to Infusion ..." docs to not have the tutorial- prefix.
Update the ToC paths and links accordingly (make sure no links are broken).
some "Migrating to Infusion" docs are mis-categorized. 2 are in Tutorials, and 2 are in Infusion
categories.
Address the issues found during the Infusion Documentation Testing April 15, 2015 Community Meeting,
making JIRA issues as needed

We have a simple page for
now

FLUID-5530 - Create a landing page for the docs CLOSED
Simon

FLUID-5718 - Add documentation on the merge policies for common options OPEN

IN PROGRESS

Other Tasks
JIRA

People

Estimate

Notes

FLUID-5658 - Move transformation docs from GPII wiki to Infusion
docs, and update OPEN
FLUID-5324 - Review the How To Guides and identify what we
want to keep and update OPEN
FLUID-5329 - Update the Framework API function source code

Reconsider this based on FLUID-5791

comments OPEN
FLUID-5462 - Generate Infusion Framework API docs from the
source code using infusion-tags OPEN

Reconsider this based on FLUID-5791
Depends on FLUID-5329, above
Steve has updated the source code for infusion-tags. We should
revisit the tool and make a final decision on whether or not to use
it.

FLUID-5531 - Links to Infusion Readme.md should be replaced
with a link to the HTML version when available OPEN

Unconverted "How Infusion Works" pages
See

FLUID-5362 - Convert the "How Infusion Works" wiki pages to Markdown and add to infusion-docs

Page

CLOSED

Antranig's Assessment

IoC - Inversion of Control

needs more modern treatment and motivation

Why Inversion of Control

not inaccurate but bland and unhelpful

Controlling The Timing of
Subcomponent Creation

ok but duplicates info in "Subcomponent Declaration", should be rationalised

Members

ok but seems rather brief; should be rationalised wrt. "Component Configuration Options" etc.

Model Transformation

ok but incredibly incomplete - we need to bring in info from http://wiki.gpii.net/index.php/Architecture__Available_transformation_functions

Transforms

good start but incomplete

Transformation Rules

hopeless

